Consider a system of autonomous mobile robots initially randomly deployed on the nodes of an anonymous finite grid. A gathering algorithm is a sequence of moves to be executed independently by each robot so that all robots meet at a single node after finite time. The robots operate in Look-Compute-Move cycles. In each cycle, a robot takes a snapshot of the current configuration of the grid in terms of occupied nodes (Look), then based on the perceived configuration, decides whether to stay put or to move to an adjacent node (Compute), and in the later case makes an instantaneous move accordingly (Move). The robots have weak multiplicity detection capability, which enables them to detect if a node is empty or occupied by a single robot or by multiple robots. The robots are asynchronous, oblivious, anonymous, can not communicate with each other and execute the same distributed algorithm. In a faulty system, however, any robot can crash, which means that it becomes completely inactive and does not take part in the process any further. In that case a fault-tolerant gathering algorithm is an algorithm that gathers all the non-faulty robots at a single node. This paper considers a faulty system that can have at most one crash fault. With these assumptions deterministic fault-tolerant gathering algorithms are presented that gather all initial configurations that are gatherable in a non-faulty system, except for one specific configuration called the 2S2 configuration.
Introduction
Robot swarms are a distributed system of autonomous mobile robots that collaboratively execute some complex tasks. Swarms of low-cost, weak, simple robots are emerging as a viable alternative to using a single powerful and expensive robot. Using swarm robot systems is particularly appealing while dealing with large-scale tasks in hostile or hazardous environments, as they can be more resilient to malfunctions or faults. Therefore devising algorithms for different complex tasks for a system of robots with a minimal set of capabilities has recently received much attention from the distributed computing community. Considering the problems in fault-prone systems is particularly challenging. A comprehensive survey of different practical applications and research problems in multiple robot systems can be found in [1, 2] .
In swarm robot systems, gathering is one of the most fundamental and widely studied problems. The problem is to devise a distributed algorithm that allows a system of weak robots, initially situated at different locations, to gather at some unspecified point within finite time and remain there. Many variants of the problem has been considered in literature with different assumptions on the robot capabilities as well as the underlying terrain on which they move. In this paper, we have considered a system of asynchronous and oblivious robots deployed on an anonymous finite grid. The robots are also prone to crash faults. The basic framework of our robotic system is described in detail in the following subsection.
Basic model
A system of k (k > 2) robots is initially randomly deployed on the nodes of an anonymous graph. By anonymous, it means neither the nodes nor the edges are labeled. In this paper, the input graph will be an m × n (m ≤ n) finite undirected grid embedded in the Euclidean plane. The robots are assumed to be fully oblivious, meaning that they have no memory of past configurations and previous actions. The robots are uniform in the sense that they execute the same deterministic algorithm, and anonymous in the sense that they are indistinguishable by their appearance and do not have any kind of identifiers. The robots are completely autonomous, meaning there is no central control, no common coordinate system and no agreement on directions or chirality. Furthermore, there are no means of communication between the robots.
The robots have unlimited visibility or global visibility, that is they are able to sense the entire grid. The robots are assumed to be dimensionless, treated as points and do not obstruct the visibility or movement of any other robot. The robots are equipped with weak multiplicity detection capability, which enables a robot to sense whether a node is occupied by a single robot or multiple robots. However, they can not ascertain the exact number of robots at a node occupied by multiple robots. We assume that initially there are no multiplicities, i.e., all the robots are initially located at distinct nodes.
The robots, when active, operate according to the so-called LOOK-COMPUTE-MOVE cycle. In each cycle, a previously idle or inactive robot wakes up and executes the following steps:
LOOK: The robot takes a snapshot of the current configuration of the grid. The configuration perceived by the robot is returned in form of an m × n matrix whose elements are from the set {0, 1, 2}, where 0 represents an empty node, 1 represents a singly occupied node and 2 represents a node occupied by multiple robots. We shall refer to a singly occupied node as a singleton and a node occupied by multiple robots as multiplicity. Since the grid is anonymous and there is no agreement on direction, a perceived configuration can be represented by many matrices. In particular, if m = n, there can be 8 different matrices satisfying the same configuration.
COMPUTE: Based on the perceived configuration, the robot performs computations according to a deterministic algorithm to decide whether to stay idle or to move to an adjacent node. As mentioned earlier, the deterministic algorithm is the same for all robots.
MOVE: Based on the outcome of the algorithm the robot either remains stationary or makes an instantaneous move to an adjacent node. Since the moves are instantaneous, it implies that the robots are always seen on nodes, not on edges.
After executing a LOOK-COMPUTE-MOVE cycle, a robot becomes inactive. A robot may remain inactive or idle indefinitely, before waking up again to perform another LOOK-COMPUTE-MOVE cycle. However, unless the robot has crashed it does not remain inactive for infinite amount of time. We assume that the system of robots is fully asynchronous, which means that the amount of time spent in LOOK, COMPUTE, MOVE and inactive states is finite (unless the robot has crashed) but unbounded, unpredictable and not same for different robots. As a result, the robots do not have a common notion of time. Also the configuration perceived by a robot during the LOOK phase may significantly change before it actually makes a move.
The robots are susceptible to crash-faults. In a crash-prone system a robot can stop functioning at any time. It becomes completely inactive and does not take part in the process any further. However the robot is still physically present in the network, and can be perceived by all other non-faulty robots, but can not be identified as a crashed robot. In our system, we have assumed that at most one robot can crash. Our problem is to devise a distributed algorithm that gathers all the non-faulty robots at a single node.
Related works
The gathering problem has been extensively studied in continuous domain under various assumptions [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . In discrete domains the problem has been studied in different graph topologies. The problem of gathering two robots on an anonymous ring was studied in [10, 11, 12] . The main difficulty of gathering problems is that the robots have to break symmetry to agree on a common meeting location. In [10] tokens were used to break symmetry, and in [11, 12] robots were assumed to have distinct identifiers. In [12] the robots move in synchronous steps, while in [11] the robots are asynchronous, but are allowed to meet inside an edge. The problem for k ≥ 2 robots was considered in [13] , where the robots have memory and are allowed to use identical stationary tokens. The problem was first considered in a very minimal setting in [14] , where the robots were assumed be identical, asynchronous, memoryless and without tokens or any kind of communication capability. They proved that without multiplicity detection gathering is impossible on rings for k ≥ 2 robots. With weak multiplicity detection capability, they solved the problem for all configurations with an odd number of robots, and all the asymmetric configurations with an even number of robots by different algorithms. In [15] , symmetric configurations with an even number of robots were studied, and the problem was solved when the number of robots is greater than 18 . These left open the gatherable symmetric configurations with an even number of robots between 4 and 18, as the case of just 2 robots is ungatherable [14] . Some of these configurations were solved in [16, 17, 18] in separate algorithms. In [19] a single unified algorithm was proposed that achieves gathering for all gatherable initial configurations except some potentially gatherable configurations with 4 robots. The problem was studied with weak local multiplicity detection in [20, 21, 22] . A complete characterization of the problem on ring with local weak multiplicity detection has been provided in [23] . On finite grids, a full characterization of all gatherable configurations was given in [24] . Furthermore, they showed that on these configurations gathering can be achieved even without any multiplicity detection capability. In [25] , a full characterization of optimal gathering in infinite grid with global strong multiplicity detection was presented. The problem was investigated in [26] in asynchronous setting on regular bipartite graphs with weak multiplicity detection and limited visibility, i.e., the robots are only able to observe their neighboring nodes.
The gathering problem was first studied in fault-prone environment by Agmon and Peleg [27] . They proposed an algorithm that solves the gathering problem in the plane in semi-synchronous model in presence of at most one crash fault. Furthermore they proved that there exists no deterministic gathering algorithm in the semi-synchronous model that can tolerate a Byzantine robot. A Byzantine robot is a faulty robot that behaves arbitrarily. They also showed that the gathering problem can be solved in the fully synchronous model for a system of n robots with f Byzantine robots if n ≥ 3 f + 1. Fault-tolerant gathering algorithms in continuous domain have been studied for different types of faults under various assumptions [28, 29, 30, 31] . Fault-tolerant gathering on graphs were studied in [32, 33, 34, 35] . In [34] the agents were subject to delay faults: the adversary delays the move of an agent for a few rounds. The problem in presence of Byzantine robots in synchronous setting was studied in [32, 33] . The problem in presence of crash faults in asynchronous setting was first studied in the recent work by Andrzej Pelc in [35] . Gathering algorithms using faulty tokens were studied in [36, 37] . In [38] , a different type of fault was considered: faults were modeled as a malicious mobile agent that can block the path of the non-faulty agents and prevent them from gathering.
Our contribution
In this work we have considered the gathering problem for a system of asynchronous, oblivious, anonymous robots on an anonymous finite grid where there can be at most one crash fault. To the best of our knowledge the only work till date on gathering on graphs in presence of crash faults is the the recent work by Andrzej Pelc in [35] . However the model is different from ours. In [35] , the movements are not instantaneous, the robots have different labels, infinite memory, can exchange information with other robots when they meet on a node or an edge and can wait for a time of its choice at any node. In terms of the model, the work closest to ours is [24] where it is shown that any non-partitive configuration of anonymous, asynchronous, oblivious robots on a finite grid is gatherable without any multiplicity detection. But in their algorithms there are many configurations where at most one robot is allowed to move at a time. Hence in those situations the algorithm can not survive a crash fault. The algorithm proposed in [25] for infinite grids also works for finite grids. However it requires strong multiplicity detection capability. In this paper we have addressed the problem where at most one robot can suffer a crash fault. Assuming weak multiplicity detection capability, we have devised fault-tolerant deterministic gathering algorithms for all configurations that are gatherable in non-faulty systems, except the 2S2 configuration.
Some basic results on feasibility of gathering
In this section we present some basic results on feasibility of gathering on general graphs. For a detailed exposition the readers are referred to [39] . Assume that a set of robots is randomly deployed on the nodes of a simple undirected connected graph G = (V, E), with vertex set V and edge set E. The configuration of the robots on the graph can be represented by the pair (G, f ), where f : V −→ {0, 1, 2} is a function defined as,
The set of all automorphisms of (G, f ) forms a group called the automorphism group of (G, f ), denoted by Aut(G, f ). If |Aut(G, f )| = 1, we say that (G, f ) is asymmetric, otherwise it is symmetric.
For an automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(G, f ), let < ϕ >⊆ Aut(G, f ) be the cyclic subgroup generated by ϕ. Elements of this groups are {ϕ
and p is the order of ϕ. If H is a subgroup of Aut(G, f ), the orbit of a vertex v ∈ V under the action of H is the set H v = {σ(v)|σ ∈ H}.
Partitive configuration: Let C = ((V, E), f ) be a configuration. An automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(C) is said to be partitive on V ⊆ V if |H u | = p for all u ∈ V , where p > 1 is the order of ϕ and H = {ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ p−1 }. C will be called a partitive configuration if there is a ϕ ∈ Aut(C) partitive on V.
Theorem 1 ([39]
). Let C = ((V, E), f ) be a non-final configuration. If there exists a ϕ ∈ Aut(C) partitive on V then C is not gatherable.
In case of a configuration on a finite grid it is easy to show that it can have two types of symmetries (non-trivial automorphisms): 1) reflection, defined by an axis of reflection which acts as a mirror, and 2) rotation, defined by a center and an angle of rotation. The center of a rotation can be a vertex, or the center of an edge, or the center of the area surrounded by four vertices, whereas the angle of rotation can be π 2 or π. Reflection axis can pass through vertices or through the middle of edges. It is easy to see that a configuration on a finite grid is partitive if and only if it either has a reflectional symmetry having its axis not passing through any vertex or a rotational symmetry having its center not lying on a vertex. As a result we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2 ([24]
). If a configuration C on a finite grid has a reflectional symmetry having its axis not passing through any vertex or a rotational symmetry having its center not lying on a vertex, then C is ungatherable.
Gathering algorithms
A fault-tolerant gathering algorithm requires to gather all the non-faulty robots at a single node. Hence in presence of a single crash fault, the final configuration may have exactly two occupied nodes: one singleton having the crashed robot and the other a multiplicity having all the non-faulty robots. Since the robots have weak multiplicity detection capability, they can identify this configuration and report a successful execution of a gathering algorithm. However the same configuration will also arise if all the robots except one have gathered at some node and the remaining one has not crashed, but is yet to reach the gathering point. In this case the algorithm should not terminate at this point. Hence whenever a configuration with one singleton and one multiplicity is formed, the robots at the multiplicity will terminate, while the robot at the singleton, if not faulty, will move towards the multiplicity. However for simplicity, in the remaining of the paper we shall say that gathering is accomplished when one of the following configurations is created: 1) exactly one occupied node 2) two occupied nodes with one singleton and one multiplicity.
In the remaining of the paper we shall always name our grid as ABCD as shown in figure 1 . We associate to each corner two strings or sequences with elements from {0, 1, 2}. The two sequences associated with D will be denoted by λ DA and λ DC . λ DA will be defined as the following. Scan the grid from D along DA to A and sequentially all grid lines parallel to DA in the same direction. For each node put a 0, 1 or 2 according to whether it is empty, singleton or a multiplicity. The string or sequence of length mn thus obtained is the sequence λ DA . For example, in figure 1 the sequence λ DA is 010102000000000100010220100000001011. Similarly we can define the other seven sequences λ AB , λ AD , λ BA , λ BC , λ CB , λ CD , and λ DC . Any two of these sequences can be compared using the lexicographical order or dictionary order. Similar types of strings or sequences are commonly used in gathering algorithms for different graph topologies like grids [24] , rings [19] , trees [24] .
We shall have different algorithms according to the structure of the grid, in particular, the length of the sides of the grid. According to the length of the sides (the number of nodes on them), the grid can be classified into three types: odd × odd, even × odd and even × even. Algorithms for these cases are described in detail in the following subsections. 
Odd × odd grid
In an odd × odd grid, the problem is trivially solvable. For any configuration of the robots, each of them can identify the unique central node of the grid regardless of their individual views. All the robots will be asked to move towards this node. This destination node will remain invariant under any movement of the robots, because it depends upon the very structure of the grid and not on the configuration of the robots. So all the non-faulty robots will eventually gather at the central node in finite time.
Even × odd grid
Without loss of generality assume that columns are of even length and the rows are odd. Consider the sequences λ DA , λ AD , λ BC , and λ CB associated with the corners D, A, B and C respectively. If λ DA = λ AD (which also implies λ BC = λ CB ), the configuration is symmetric with the axis of symmetry passing through the middle of DA and CB. Since DA and CB are even, the axis of symmetry is passing through edges. Thus the configuration is partitive and hence ungatherable. Similarly if λ DA = λ BC (which implies λ AD = λ CB ), then the configuration admits a π-rotational symmetry, and hence is partitive. If λ DA = λ CB (implying λ AD = λ BC ), the configuration is symmetric with the axis of symmetry passing through the middle of DC and AB. Since DC and AB are odd, the axis of symmetry passes through nodes. Therefore this configuration is not partitive. So among the four sequences, at most two can be lexicographically largest. Furthermore, if there are two largest sequences, then they are associated to two corners of an odd side. Then based on the lexicographically largest sequence, we can choose between AB and DC. Without loss of generality assume that DC is associated with the largest sequence, i.e., λ DA or λ CB (or both) is the largest sequence. Now the grid can be divided into two equal halves by a line passing through the middle of the even sides of the grid. Call the half containing the side DC the northern half, and the one containing AB the southern half. We want to gather the robots at the central node of DC. The algorithm in this case is exactly the same as the one presented in [24] , except for a minor modification to survive a potential crash fault. In [24] , all the robots in the southern half are asked to move to the northern half until the southern half becomes completely empty. The robots in the northern half do not move until the southern half becomes completely empty. Once all the robots are in the northern half, they will all move to the center of the side DC. It can be proved that during the movements the northern half of the grid remains invariant, i.e., the largest sequence remains to be one of λ DA and λ CB . However in the first phase of the algorithm, if a robot in the southern half crashes then the robots in the northern half will remain in wait mode eternally. This problem can be easily fixed by simply asking the robots in northern half to wait until all but one robot in the southern half reach the northern half. Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. All non-partitive configurations on even × odd grids are gatherable despite at most one crash fault.
Even × even grid
In the even × even case, we shall exclusively consider only square grids. The algorithm for a square grid can easily be modified for general rectangular grids. Rectangular grids with unequal sides are particularly easy to deal with as they do not admit any nonpartitive symmetry and it is easier to fix a destination for gathering. In case of square grids we may have non-partitive symmetries when the axis of symmetry is a diagonal of the square. Breaking symmetries and devising algorithms in such cases are at times a complicated task.
In case of an n × n even grid, the minimum enclosing square or MES is defined as the smallest square sub-grid, having the same geometric center as the original grid, that contains all the robots. The MES also is clearly even × even. Also the MES has at least one robot on the boundary. Based on whether the corners of the MES are occupied or not, we shall have five cases: no corners occupied, exactly one corner occupied, exactly two corners occupied, exactly three corners occupied and all four corners occupied. These cases will be discussed in detail in the following sections. We have devised our algorithms in such a way that the MES remains invariant while the robots move. Hence without loss of generality we shall assume that the original grid itself is the MES. This implies that there is at least one robot on the boundary of the grid.
Exactly one corner occupied
Theorem 4. Any configuration on an even × even square grid with exactly one corner occupied is gatherable despite at most one crash fault.
Proof. All the robots will be asked to move towards the occupied corner. A move by a robot is to be made in such a way that 1) its Manhattan distance from the occupied corner is reduced, and 2) in doing so it does not move to any other corner. Clearly the non-faulty nodes will gather at the initially occupied corner after finite time. Consider the case where none of the corners are occupied. However as mentioned earlier at least one robot is on the boundary of the grid. Now consider the sequences λ AB , λ AD , λ BA , λ BC , λ CB , λ CD , λ DA , λ DC . Suppose that λ DA is initially lexicographically largest. This implies that there must be at least one robot on DA. We shall call D the largest corner. Now we can have the following scenarios:
Case 1 λ DA is strictly the largest sequence. In that case the configuration is asymmetric. This is because if the configuration admits any symmetry, then λ DA must be equal to at least one other sequence.
Case 2 λ DA = λ DC . In this case the configuration is symmetric with the axis of symmetry passing through D and B. This symmetry is not partitive. We call this symmetry as symmetry of the first type.
Case 3 λ DA = λ AD . This implies that the configuration is symmetric with the axis of symmetry passing through the middle of DA and CB. Since the grid is even × even, the axis of symmetry does not pass though any node of the grid. Hence this is a partitive symmetry and thus ungatherable.
Case 4 λ DA = λ CB . In this case the configuration is symmetric with the axis of symmetry passing through the middle of AB and DC, and hence partitive.
Case 5 λ DA = λ AB . In this case the configuration has a π 2 -rotational symmetry. Similarly λ DA = λ CD also leads to a π 2 -rotational symmetry. This is a partitive symmetry, and hence the configuration is ungatherable.
Case 6 λ DA = λ BA leads to a symmetric configuration with the axis of symmetry passing through A and C. This symmetry is not partitive. We call this symmetry as symmetry of the second type.
Case 7 λ DA = λ BC . In this case the configuration has a π-rotational symmetry, which is a partitive symmetry.
If the initial configuration has no corners occupied, then our strategy would be to occupy exactly one corner in the first phase of the algorithm. Then in the second phase the rest of the robots would gather at the occupied corner as described in theorem 4. Since there could be one crash fault, we need to ask at least two robots to move in the first phase. So accordingly we have to specify two robots, which we shall call the leading duo, to move towards a particular corner of the grid. The leading duo have to be defined differently for the different types of configurations that we have classified, namely asymmetric, symmetric of the first type and symmetric of the second type. But before that we need to distinguish some particular type of asymmetric configurations, called almost symmetric configurations. We classify the asymmetric configurations in the three following types:
Almost symmetric of the first type: Consider an asymmetric configuration with no corners occupied and no multiplicities. Since the configuration is asymmetric, there is a unique lexicographically largest sequence, say λ DA . Hence there is at least one robot on DA. We shall call the configuration almost symmetric of the first type, if there is at least one robot on the boundary edge DC and the two sequences λ DA and λ DC become equal if the leading non-zero terms of both sequences are changed to 0. See figure 2c. In this case the robots corresponding to the leading non-zero terms of the two sequences associated with the largest corner, i.e. λ DA and λ DC , are called the robots impeding symmetry.
Almost symmetric of the second type: Consider an asymmetric configuration with no corners occupied and no multiplicities. Since the configuration is asymmetric, there is a unique corner, say D, with which the strictly largest sequence is associated. Consider A and C, i.e., the two corners other than the one with the largest sequence and its diagonally opposite corner. Now there are four sequences associated with A and C. Again since the configuration is asymmetric, we can choose between A and C depending on the largest of these four sequences. Suppose it is A. We shall call the configuration almost symmetric of the second type if the two sequences associated with A, namely λ AD and λ AB , become equal if the leading non-zero terms of both sequences are changed to 0. See figure 2e for an example. In this case A will be called the second largest corner, and the robots corresponding to the leading non-zero terms of the two sequences associated with the second largest corner are called the robots impeding symmetry. Again note that the robots impeding symmetry must lie on the border of the grid.
Purely asymmetric: The asymmetric configurations that are not almost symmetric will be called purely asymmetric.
Now we are in the position to define the leading duo.
1. The leading duo of a purely asymmetric configuration are 1) the robots on the first two occupied places of the largest sequence when the first occupied node is a singleton, 2) the robots on the first occupied node of the largest sequence when the first occupied node is a multiplicity. In the first case the robots of the leading duo will be called the first robot and the second robot, according to the order in which they appear in the largest sequence.
2. If the configuration is symmetric of the first type then the leading duo are the robots corresponding to the first non-zero terms of the two sequences associated with the largest corner.
3. If the configuration is symmetric of the second type, then there are two diagonally opposite largest corners. Since the configuration is not partitive, we can choose between the two other corners by the largest sequences among the four sequences associated with them. This corner will be called the second largest corner. The leading duo are the robots corresponding to the first non-zero terms of the two sequences associated with the second largest corner.
4. If the configuration is almost symmetric (of either types), then the leading duo would be the robots impeding symmetry.
We shall discuss the purely asymmetric case later. The algorithm for the other configurations are described in lines 12-17 of algorithm 1. Notice that there could be an ambiguity if a symmetric configuration is both almost symmetric of the first type and almost symmetric of the second type. But we shall prove in lemma 1 that this can not happen. Lemma 1. An asymmetric configuration can not be both almost symmetric of the first type and almost symmetric of the second type.
Proof. If possible, consider an asymmetric configuration which is both almost symmetric of the first type and almost symmetric of the second type. Let λ DA be the (strictly) largest sequence. Let r 1 on DA and r 2 on DC be the robots impeding symmetry of the first type. Let r 1 and r 2 be at xth and yth node on DA and DC respectively from D (in the sense that the 1st node from D is D itself). Clearly x < y. Now the configuration is also almost symmetric of the second type. Then either A or C is the second largest corner. But it implies from x < y that C must be the second largest corner.
Case 1: Suppose that r 2 is not impeding symmetry of the second type. Then the robot on BC closest to B is at yth place from B. Call this robot r 3 . Since the configuration is also almost symmetric of the first type, the robot on AB closest to B, say r 4 , is at yth place from B. This is contradiction to the fact that the configuration is almost symmetric of the second type. This is because the robot on DA closest to D is at xth place from D, while the robot on AB closest to B is at yth place from B, and x y.
Case 2: Now let r 2 be a robot impeding symmetry of the second type. In this case all the four boundary sides, namely DA, AB, BC and CD, have exactly a single robot on them. Call them r 1 , r 4 , r 3 and r 2 , respectively. Since the configuration is almost symmetric of the second type, r 4 is at xth place from B. As the configuration is also almost symmetric of the first type, r 3 is at xth place from B. Now lets compare the sequences λ DA and λ BA . The (n(x − 1) + 1)th term of λ BA is 1, corresponding to r 3 . On the other hand the (n(x − 1) + 1)th term of λ DA is 0, because r 2 at yth position from D on DC and y > x. Due to the almost symmetry of the second type, the first n(x − 1) terms of both the sequences are equal. Hence we have λ DA < λ BA , a contradiction.
Lemma 2.
1. Consider a non-partitive configuration which is symmetric of the second type or almost symmetric of the second type. Then one move made by (one or both of) the leading duo according to algorithm 1 does not create a partitive configuration.
2. Consider a non-partitive configuration which is symmetric of the first type or almost symmetric of the first type. Then one move made by (one or both of) the leading duo according to algorithm 1 does not create a partitive configuration.
Proof. 1. We only prove for almost symmetric configurations of the second type. The proof for symmetric configurations of the second type is similar. Assume that λ DA is the largest sequence and A is the second largest corner. The proof would be exactly similar if C were the second largest corner. Suppose that the robots on AD and AB, that are closest to A are respectively r 1 and r 2 , and are at the xth and yth node from A respectively. Since λ DA is the largest sequence and the configuration is almost symmetric of the second type, x > y. Case 1 (r 2 moves): Suppose that r 2 makes a move towards A, and a partitive configuration is created. Now a partitive configuration can be created in three ways. The new configuration has either a horizontal symmetry (with respect to figure 3a), or a vertical symmetry (figure 3b), or a π 2 -rotational symmetry (figure 3c), or a π-rotational symmetry (figure 3d).
Horizontal symmetry: After the move on AB, the robot r 2 is now at (y − 1)th place from A. Due to the horizontal symmetry there is a robot r 2 on DC at (y − 1)th place from D. Since the configuration is almost symmetric of the second type, there is a robot r 2 on BC at (y − 1)th place from B. Again due to the horizontal symmetry there is a robot r 2 on BC at (y − 1)th place from C. Since only the leading duo has moved, r 2 was at the same place initially. Recall that r 2 was closest to A and was initially at yth place from A. But we see that r 2 was closer to C, than r 2 was to A. This contradicts the fact that A is the second largest corner.
Vertical symmetry: The robot r 2 is now on AB at (y − 1)th place from A. Due to the vertical symmetry there is a robot r 2 on AB at (y − 1)th place from B. Since the configuration is almost symmetric of the second type, there is a robot r 2 on DA at (y − 1)th place from D. Again due to the vertical symmetry there is a robot r 2 on CB at (y − 1)th place from C. Similar to the last case this contradicts the fact that A is the second largest corner. π 2 -rotational symmetry: Again the robot r 2 is on AB at (y − 1)th place from A. Due to the π 2 -rotational symmetry there is a robot r 2 on BC at (y − 1)th place from B. Again by the π 2 -rotational symmetry there is a robot r 2 on DC at (y − 1)th place from C. This contradicts the fact that A is the second largest corner.
π-rotational symmetry: The robot r 2 is on AB at (y − 1)th place from A. Due to the π-rotational symmetry there is a robot r 2 on CD at (y − 1)th place from C. Again this is a contradiction to the fact that A is the second largest corner. Case 2 (Only r 1 moves): Now assume that only r 1 moves, and a partitive configuration is created.
Horizontal symmetry: After the move on DA, the robot r 1 is now at (x−1)th place from A. Since r 1 is the first robot on AD from A, due to horizontal symmetry the first robot on DA from D, say r 1 , is at (x − 1)th place. Recall that y < x. But y ≮ x − 1, as λ DA was initially the largest sequence. Hence y = x − 1, i.e., r 2 is at (x − 1)th place from A on AB. Due to the horizontal symmetry there is a robot r 2 on DC, at (x − 1)th place from D. Since the configuration is almost symmetric of the second type, there is a robot r 2 on BC at (x − 1)th place from B. Again because of the horizontal symmetry, there is a robot r 2 on BC, at (x − 1)th place from C. Since r 1 is at (x − 1)th place from D and as the configuration is almost symmetric of the second type, there is a robot r 1 on AB at (x − 1)th place from B. Again due to horizontal symmetry there is a robot r 1 on DC, at (x − 1)th place from C. Refer to the figure 4a. Now let us compare the sequences associated with A and C, before the move by r Since only r 1 moves, the first n(x − 2) terms of the two sequences are unchanged. Clearly before the move the n(x − 2) + 1th term of λ AB was 0. On the other hand the n(x − 2) + 1th term of λ CD was 1, corresponding to the robot r 2 . Hence λ old AB < λ old CD . This is a contradiction to the fact that A is the second largest corner. Vertical symmetry: Due to the vertical symmetry there is a robot r 2 on AB, at yth place from B, which is the closest robot to B on AB. Since the configuration is almost symmetric of the second type, the first robot on DA from D, say r 2 , is at the yth node from D. By the vertical symmetry we have r 2 on CB, and then due to being almost symmetric of the second type we have r 2 on CD, both at the yth place from C and closest to C. Again due to the vertical symmetry there is a robot r 2 on DC at the yth node from D. After the move r 1 is now at the (x − 1)th node from A on AD. Hence, by the vertical symmetry there is a robot r 1 on BC at the (x − 1)th node from B. Now let us compare the sequences associated with A and C, before the move by r 1 . λ
Before the move, r 1 was at xth place from A on AD. On CB, the first robot from C is r 2 at yth place from C. So clearly λ We have y < x ⇒ y ≤ x − 1. First assume that y < x − 1. For any of the eight sequences λ, we construct a sequence Λ of n terms by taking the first n terms of λ and replacing the last non-zero term with 0. Since only r 1 has moved to create the vertical symmetry, the first n terms of λ , all the non-zero terms, i.e. 1, are at identical places, except for the last non-zero term (corresponding to the robots r 1 and r 2 respectively). Now r 1 is at the (x − 1)th place from B on CB, while r 2 is at the yth place from B on AB. Since y < x − 1, we clearly have λ This is a contradiction to the fact that A is the second largest corner. π-rotational symmetry: Due to the π rotational symmetry there is a robot r 1 on BC at (x − 1)th place from C, and a robot r 2 on CD at yth place from C. Then since the configuration is almost symmetric of the second type y = x − 1. Exactly similar to the previous case we shall have λ 2. The proof is similar to that of 1. any move by the leading duo the configuration becomes symmetric of the first type or again almost symmetric of the first type. In either case D remains the largest corner, the leading duo is unchanged and any pending move is towards D. Hence if the initial configuration is symmetric of the first type or almost symmetric of the first type, the leading duo remain invariant and keep moving towards D as the algorithm proceeds. Hence eventually D gets occupied, even if one of the leading duo crashes.
2. Now assume that the initial configuration is almost symmetric of the second type. Let D be the largest corner, and A be the second largest corner. After a move by one or both of the leading duo, the configuration is either asymmetric or symmetric. If the configuration is asymmetric and the largest corner is A, then it is almost symmetric of the first kind. If the largest corner is D or B, then the configuration is almost symmetric of the second kind with A being the second largest corner. Now suppose that the new configuration is symmetric. We have shown in lemma 2 that the symmetry is not partitive. Hence it must be a diagonal symmetry. The axis of symmetry can not be DB. This is because before the moves, A was larger than C. So after moves towards A and away from C, the corners A and C can not become symmetrical. Thus the axis of symmetry is AC. Then the configuration is either symmetric of the second type with A as the second largest corner, or symmetric of the first type with A as the largest corner. So we see that in each of the cases the leading duo remains the same and must continue to move towards A. Similarly if the initial configuration is symmetric of the second type with A as the second largest corner, after any move the leading duo will remain unchanged and should again move towards A. Hence if the initial configuration is symmetric of the second type or almost symmetric of the second type, the leading duo remain invariant and keep moving towards the same corner as the algorithm proceeds. Any pending move arising due to the asynchronous environment is consistent with the algorithms for the constantly varying configurations. Therefore eventually exactly one corner gets occupied even if one of them crashes. Now we discuss the purely asymmetric case. Suppose that λ DA is the strictly largest sequence. Then the most obvious algorithm for the purely asymmetric case, would be to ask the 'first two' robots (the leading duo in this case) in the sequence λ DA to move towards D (i.e., to reduce their Manhattan distance from D). However this naive strategy won't always work. See examples in figure 5 . In figure 5a the configuration is purely asymmetric and λ DA is the strictly largest sequence. So the robots r 1 and r 2 must move towards D. Suppose r 1 has crashed, and only r 2 moves one step vertically. The new configuration is given in figure 5b. The configuration is still purely asymmetric, but the largest sequence is now λ CD . So now r 2 and r 3 are the leading duo. Suppose they both perceive this configuration, and hence must now move towards C. Suppose r 2 moves vertically, and r 3 horizontally. Assume that they move simultaneously, or synchronously. But this new configuration, shown in figure 5c, has a vertical symmetry and hence partitive. Although r 1 has a pending towards D, since it has crashed it will not any longer take part in the algorithm. Hence now it has become impossible to gather the robots.
Hence we need to impose some restrictions on the movement of the robots. But first we formulate a convention to specify the location of a robot in a purely asymmetric configuration. Since in a purely asymmetric configuration there is a unique lexicographically largest sequence, the position of a robot on the grid can be specified uniquely with respect to the largest sequence, in the following way. If λ DA is the Move towards second largest corner ;
(strictly) largest sequence, the grid can seen as a square matrix with DA as the first column, and DC as the first row. So if a robot is on the ith row and jth column, its position can be specified by the tuple (i, j). With this convention in mind, we propose algorithm 2 for the movement of the leading duo. Incorporating this algorithm in the function Move0, however, shall require some more work. Move along the row towards the largest corner. ;
Lemma 3. Consider a purely asymmetric configuration, with the lexicographically strictly largest sequence being λ DA . Then after a move by a robot according to algorithm 2, λ DA remains strictly larger than λ CD , λ AD , λ CB , λ AB , λ BA and λ BC .
Proof. If the configuration is purely asymmetric, then only the leading duo will move. Now if the robot corresponding to the first non-zero term of λ DA moves, then λ DA will (c) After simultaneous moves by r 2 and r 3 , the configuration becomes partitive. Figure 5 remain strictly largest. So we shall only need to consider the case when only the second robot of the leading duo, say r, moves.
Observe that the second robot of the leading duo always moves to an unoccupied node or a singly occupied node. Hence due to the weak multiplicity detection capability the move increases λ DA . Similarly, if this move is along a row, then λ CD would decrease, while if the move is along a column, then λ CD increases. So we only need to consider moves along a column.
Before the move suppose that r was at (i, j). Then in terms of the sequence λ DA the robot moves from n( j − 1) + ith place to n( j − 1) + i − 1th place, and in the sequence λ CD it moves from ni − j + 1th place to n(i − 1) − j + 1th place. Hence the first term of λ DA that changes is the n( j − 1) + i − 1th term, and all the terms before it remain unchanged.
Similarly the first term of λ CD that changes is the n(i − 1) − j + 1th term. Initially we had λ 
It is easy to check that for j = 1 or j = 2, i > 2 or i = n, j ≤ Case 1: We first assume that r is the first robot in the sequence λ AB . Let the first non-zero term of λ DA and λ AB be the xth and yth term respectively. We must have y ≥ x.
Case 1A: First assume that x = y. Then r is not on DA, and hence there is only a single robot on DA. Since λ DA is larger than λ AD , x ≤ n 2 . Hence, y ≤ n 2 and so r must move columnwise. As mentioned earlier there is no need to consider columnwise moves.
Case 1B: Now suppose that y ≥ x + 2, and r moves along the row to the y − 1th place of λ AB . Then λ DA remains strictly greater than λ AB as y − 1 ≥ x + 1 > x.
Case 1C: Let y = x + 1. If x < n 2 , then y ≤ n 2 and r must move columnwise. Also x ≯ n 2 , as otherwise λ AD becomes larger than λ DA . So assume that x = n 2 . Since r is the second robot in the sequence λ DA , the green and blue region together in figure 6a has only two robots. Since λ DA is strictly larger than λ BA the pink and blue region together in figure 6a also has only the same two robots. Then it is easy to see from figure 6b that even after the move by r, λ DA remains strictly greater than λ AB .
Case 2: Now suppose that r is the second robot in the sequence λ AB . Assume that r is at the x th position in λ DA , and at the y th position in λ AB . Also assume that the non-zero term, corresponding to the first robot, in the sequences λ DA and λ AB are at the xth and yth positions respectively. Then x ≤ y. If x < y, then we are done as after the move by r, λ DA remains strictly larger than λ AB . So let x = y. In this case we should have x ≤ y . After a rowwise move by r, it moves from x th position in λ DA to (x −n)th position, and from y th position in λ AB to (y − 1)th position. Then even after the move λ DA remains strictly larger than λ AB , as x − n < y − 1.
Case 3: Finally consider the case where r neither the first nor the second robot in the sequence λ AB . But since r is the second robot in the sequence λ DA , after the move λ DA remains strictly larger than λ AB . λ D A vs λ A D Again we only need to consider moves along a row. Hence assume that r is not in AD. This implies that there is only one robot, say r , in AD. Suppose that r is at the xth λ D A vs λ CB We only need to consider columnwise moves. Let (i, j) be the position of r before the move. Then in terms of the sequence λ DA the robot moves from n( j − 1) + ith place to n( j − 1) + i − 1th place, and in the sequence λ CB it moves from n(n − j) + ith place to n(n − j) + i − 1th place. Using the same arguments as earlier, we have the following sufficient condition for λ DA to remain strictly larger than λ CB : Lemma 4. Consider a purely asymmetric configuration, with the strictly largest sequence being λ DA . Let {r 1 , r 2 } be the leading duo with r 1 being the first and r 2 the second robot. Then after a move by r 1 or r 2 or both, according to algorithm 2, the new configuration is one of the following: Proof. If only r 1 moves then clearly the configuration remains asymmetric. We show that the new configuration is also not almost symmetric. To see this assume that r 1 was initially at the xth node from D on DA. After a move the configuration can not become almost symmetric of the first type as that would imply that the initial configuration was also almost symmetric of the first type. Now assume that the new configuration is almost symmetric of the second type. If C is the second largest corner, then it implies that there is a robot on AB at (x − 1)th place from B. The same would imply if A is the second largest corner and r 1 is not impeding symmetry. So the remaining case is that A is the second largest corner and r 1 is impeding symmetry, i.e., r 1 is the only robot on DA. But that would imply that the initial configuration was also almost symmetric of the second type. So assume that r 2 also moves. After a move by r 2 , λ DA remains to be strictly larger than λ CD , λ AD , λ CB , λ AB , λ BA and λ BC . Hence after the move the configuration does not admit any partitive symmetry. However, after such a move λ DA and λ DC may become equal. Hence the configuration may become symmetric of the first type. In this case r 1 has not moved, and may have a pending move towards D. A move by r 2 can also make the configuration almost symmetric of the first type or almost symmetric of the second type. Again r 1 can have a pending move towards D. In the case when the new configuration is almost symmetric of the first type, the pending move is consistent with the algorithm. But when the new configuration is almost symmetric of the second type, the pending move is conflicting with the algorithm for almost symmetric configurations of the second type. Also note that a move by r 2 can not make the configuration symmetric of the second type. This is because before the move we had λ old DA > λ old BA . Now after a move by r 2 towards D (and thus away from B), we shall have
Thus in a purely asymmetric configuration, a move by the second robot of the leading duo may create an almost symmetric configuration of the second type. In this case there might be a pending move which conflicts with the algorithm for almost symmetric configurations of the second type. This pending move can break down the entire gathering algorithm. To see this consider the example in figure 7 . The configuration in figure 7a is purely asymmetric, with λ DA being the largest sequence and {r 1 , r 2 } the leading duo. Now according to algorithm 2, r 2 moves columnwise towards D. But r 1 is yet to move, and has a pending move towards D. The new configuration in figure 7b is almost symmetric of the second type, and A is the second largest corner. Here r 1 and r 3 are the robots impeding symmetry, and hence should go towards A. But r 1 has a move pending towards D. Now suppose r 3 makes a move towards A. r 1 still has a move pending towards D. Now suppose r 1 and r 3 move simultaneously towards D and A respectively. The resulting configuration (figure 7d) is a partitive configuration with no pending moves, and hence it is now impossible to gather the robots. Hence when the initial configuration is purely asymmetric, we have to make sure that the configuration doesn't become almost symmetric of the second type. The second robot of the leading duo can easily check if its move according to algorithm 2 will make the configuration almost symmetric of the second type. We shall call these configurations critical configurations. Whenever the configuration becomes critical, the second robot of the leading duo will not move. Instead we have to ask some other robot to move. First we need to prove some results regarding the critical configuration.
Lemma 5. Consider a critical configuration C with λ DA the lexicographically largest sequence. Assume that {r 1 , r 2 } are the leading duo with r 1 being the first and r 2 the second robot. Let C be the configuration after a move by r 2 according to the algorithm 2. (Clearly according to the definition of critical configuration, C is almost symmetric of the second type.) Then we have the following:
1. in C, r 2 is not on DA, 2. in C , r 2 is not on DA, 3. in C, DA has exactly one robot, r 1 , and BA also has exactly one robot, say r 3 , 4. A is the second largest corner in C .
Proof. 1. This follows from 2, since if r 2 is initially on DA then after the move according to algorithm 2, it remains on DA. Hence we only need to prove 2.
2. On the contrary assume that after the move, r 2 reaches DA. Assume that in C , r 1 and r 2 are at xth and yth place from D on DA, respectively. Clearly x y, because an almost symmetric configuration of the second type has no multiplicities.
Case 1 (A is the second largest corner): Consider the following cases. Case 1A (x > y): Clearly r 2 is not a robot impeding symmetry on DA in C . This implies that there is a robot on AB at yth place from B. Hence λ old DA < λ old BA , a contradiction.
Case 1B (x < y and r 2 is not a robot impeding symmetry): This implies that there is a robot on DA in C beyond the yth place from D. Hence in C, r 2 was on DA at (y + 1)th place from D. Also there must be a robot at yth place from B on BA in C. But the yth place from D on DA in C is empty. So comparing the first y terms of λ old DA and λ old BA , we can conclude that λ old DA < λ old BA , which is a contradiction. Case 1C (x < y and r 2 is a robot impeding symmetry): If r 2 is on DA in C, then the configuration is already an almost symmetric of the second type. Hence r 2 is not on DA in C. This implies that in C, there is only r 1 on DA, which is at xth place from D. There is a robot r 3 on BA at xth place from B. Now r 3 is not impeding symmetry on BA in C , as r 1 is not impeding symmetry on DA. Hence there is another robot on BA other than r 3 . Now compare the first n terms of λ old DA and λ old BA . In case of λ old DA , the xth term is 1 and the other n − 1 terms are all 0. For λ old BA , the xth term is also 1, but there is another 1 in the first n terms. This implies that λ old DA < λ old BA , a contradiction. Case 2 (C is the second largest corner): Construct sequences Λ DA and Λ BA from λ DA and λ BA respectively, by taking only the first n terms. We must have Λ 3. By 1, r 2 is not on DA in C. But it is the second robot. Hence r 1 is the only robot on DA in C. So it remains to show that BA has only one robot in C. To do that consider the following cases.
Case 1 (A is the second largest corner): By 2, DA has only one robot in C , which is r 1 . Hence if A is the second largest corner, r 1 is a robot impeding symmetry in C . Then BA also has only one robot in C . Hence in C, BA has at most two robots. If it has only one robot, then we are done. So assume that there are exactly two robots on BA in C. In that case the robot on BA closest to A is r 2 and it has made a columnwise move. Suppose that r 1 is on DA at xth place from D and r 2 is on BA at yth place from A. First let y > 2. Then as r 2 is the second robot, the second column is empty in C. After the move r 2 is now on the (n − 1)th row, while the second column is still empty. This clearly contradicts the fact that C is almost symmetric of the second type. So we must have y = 2. So in C, BA has two robots with one of them very next to the corner A. Then clearly comparing the first n terms we see that λ Of these two only r 2 can be a robot impeding symmetry in C , and in that case it must be on DC. But in that case the configuration was almost symmetric of the second type even before the move. This implies thatΛ Hence if a configuration is critical with λ DA as the largest corner, then by lemma 5 the boundary sides AD and AB contain a single robot each. In a critical configuration, these two robots will be the leading duo.
Lemma 6. Consider a critical configuration with λ DA as the largest corner. Then by lemma 5, there is a single robot on AB, say r 3 . If it makes a columnwise move then λ DA remains the strictly largest sequence.
Proof. We only need to prove that after the move λ DA remains strictly larger than λ CB , λ CD and λ DC . Assume that the first robot of the leading duo, r 1 , is on DA at xth place from D and r 3 on AB is at yth place from A. Also let r 2 be the second robot in λ DA .
λ D A vs λ CB Let the robot on CB closest to C is at zth place from C. Let x < y. Then as A is the second largest corner, z ≥ y. Hence z > x. So even after the move by r 3 , λ DA remains strictly larger than λ CB . So now assume that x = y = z. Now x ≤ n 2 , for otherwise λ DA < λ AD . Hence also y ≤ λ D A vs λ DC Let r 3 be at (n, j). It is easy to see that if j < n − 1, then λ DC can not overtake λ DA . So let j = n − 1. Since λ DA is strictly largest, r 1 is at (2, 1). By lemma 5, if r 2 moves then A will be the second largest corner and r 1 , r 3 will be the robots impeding symmetry in the new configuration which is almost symmetric of the second type. But this is impossible since r 1 , r 3 are in symmetric positions with respect to the diagonal axis AC.
Theorem 6. If the initial configuration is purely asymmetric, then algorithm 1 leads to a configuration with exactly one corner occupied.
Proof. Let λ DA be the strictly largest sequence. Suppose that the configuration is not critical. After the move by the leading duo, by lemma 4 the new configuration is purely asymmetric or symmetric of the first type or almost symmetric of the first type. In each case any pending move is consistent with the algorithm. If the new configuration is symmetric of the first type or almost symmetric of the first type, then by theorem 5 eventually exactly one corner gets occupied. If the new configuration is purely asymmetric and not critical, then again the same moves are to be executed by the leading duo. So now assume that the initial configuration is critical or a critical configuration is obtained from a purely asymmetric configuration. Let {r 1 , r 3 } be the leading duo, where r 1 is on DA and r 3 is on AB. If the critical configuration is obtained from a purely asymmetric configuration, then r 1 may have a pending move towards D. But that is consistent with the algorithm. If r 3 moves, then new configuration is no longer critical as AB is empty. Also λ DA remains strictly largest by lemma 6, and the leading duo is {r 1 , r 2 }, r 2 is the second robot in λ DA . Furthermore, from this configuration a critical configuration can never be created as AB has become empty and will remain so. However r 3 may crash and never move from AB. But then r 1 will keep moving towards D (as there can be at most one crash), and eventually D gets occupied.
The following result immediately follows from theorems 5, 6 and 4.
Theorem 7.
A non-partitive configuration on an even × even square grid with no corners occupied is gatherable despite at most one crash fault.
Exactly two corners occupied
Consider the case where exactly two corners of the grid are occupied. The two occupied corners can either be diagonally opposite or the two end-points of a side of the grid. If the two occupied corners lie on the same side of the grid, then the configuration can not have a diagonal symmetry. So in this case a gatherable configuration must be asymmetric. But if the two occupied corners are diagonally opposite, the configuration can have a diagonal symmetry. In that case the axis of symmetry passes through either the two occupied corners or the two unoccupied corners. In the later case the configuration will be called a 2S2 configuration.
When the two occupied corners are lying on the same side of the grid, each occupied corner has two sequences attached to it: one has 1 at the n place, while the other has 0 at the nth place. We shall only consider the later one. The two sequences associated with the two occupied corners can not be equal, for otherwise the configuration becomes partitive. The occupied corner with the lexicographically larger sequence will be called the larger occupied corner. The other occupied corner will be the smaller occupied corner. For the case with two diagonally opposite occupied corners, if the configuration is not 2S2, the larger occupied corner can be similarly defined by comparing the four sequences associated with the occupied corners. The other occupied corner will again be called the smaller occupied corner.
Theorem 8. If the initial configuration on an even × even square grid with exactly two corners occupied is non-partitive and not 2S2, then it is gatherable despite at most one crash fault.
Proof. In each case the following robots will be asked to move towards the larger occupied corner: 1) the robot at the smaller occupied corner, and 2) the robot that corresponds to the leading non-zero term (not corresponding to an occupied corner) of the largest sequence. If the robot at the smaller occupied corner moves then there is only one occupied corner and all the robots will start moving towards it. If the robot corresponding to the leading non-zero term of the largest sequence moves then the larger occupied corner remains unchanged. So even if the robot at the smaller occupied corner crashes, a multiplicity will be created at the larger occupied corner after finite time. Once a multiplicity is created at a corner, all the robots will be asked to move towards it.
Exactly three corners occupied
Now we consider configurations with exactly three corners of the grid occupied. We shall call the occupied corner diagonally opposite to the unoccupied corner as the angular corner.
Theorem 9. All configurations on an even × even square grid with exactly three corners occupied are gatherable despite at most one crash fault.
Proof. Case 1: Suppose that there are at least 5 robots. Then there are at least 2 robots other than the ones at the corners. We shall ask these robots to go to the angular corner. Hence despite a crash fault, a multiplicity will be created at the angular corner after finite time. Then the rest will move to that corner.
Case 2: Now assume that there are exactly four robots. Let A be the angular corner. Let r 1 , r 2 , r 3 be the robots at the corners D, A and B respectively. Let r 4 be the remaining robot.
Case 2A: Let r 4 be on DC or BC. Without loss of generality assume that it is on DC. Then r 2 and r 4 will be asked to move towards D. If r 2 moves then only two corners of the grid become occupied, with D being the larger occupied corner. So a possible pending move by r 4 is consistent with the algorithm described in theorem 8 and both robots will continue moving towards D accordingly. If r 2 crashes and doesn't leave A, then r 4 will reach D. After a multiplicity is created at D, r 3 will move towards it. So in any case eventually all non-faulty robots will meet at D.
Case 2B: Suppose that r 4 is not on DC or BC. Then we ask r 1 and r 3 to move towards A. If both r 1 , r 3 move simultaneously towards A, then the new configuration has exactly one corner occupied and we are done. So now assume that only r 3 moves. After the move the new configuration has exactly two corners occupied. Note that regardless of where r 4 is, after the move by r 3 , A is the largest corner. So a possible pending move by r 1 is consistent with the algorithm described in theorem 8. Thus eventually all the non-faulty robots will gather at A.
Case 3: Lastly assume that the initial configuration has exactly 3 robots all at distinct corners. Then the robots will be asked to move towards the angular corner. Gathering will be achieved like case 2B.
Exactly four corners occupied
Similar to the case where no corners were occupied, we can classify the non-partitive configurations as asymmetric, symmetric of the first type and symmetric of the second type. If there are at least two robots other than the ones at the corners (which means that the configuration has at least 6 robots) and at least one of them on the boundary, then we can replicate the algorithm for no corners occupied. In that case the aim would be to create a multiplicity at one of the corners, and then gather all the remaining robots at that corner. So we shall consider exclusively the configurations with either exactly 5 robots or that has no robots on the boundary except at the corners.
First consider configurations with exactly 5 robots. Then the configuration is either asymmetric or symmetric of the first type. Therefore let D be the strictly largest corner. Then the robot at B and the one not at any corner will be asked to move towards D. Now consider configurations with at least 6 robots and no robots on the boundary except at the corners. If the configuration is asymmetric or symmetric of first type with D being the largest corner, then the robots on A and C will be asked to move towards D. If the configuration is symmetric of second type with A being the second largest corner, the robots on D and B will move towards A.
Notice that this algorithm may create configurations with exactly three corners occupied. In that case if the robots start behaving according to the algorithm described in theorem 9, then gathering may not be achieved due to conflicting pending moves. Hence we need different strategy for configurations with exactly three corners occupied that may arise from the algorithm we just described. The following are the two configurations with three occupied corners that can arise from a configuration with four corners occupied. Assume that the corners D, A and B are singly occupied.
3C1 configuration: Consider a configuration with exactly 4 robots or at least 6 robots having exactly four singleton robots on the boundary of the grid: three at the three corners, and one on a side of the grid that has the unoccupied corner as an end-point, i.e. CD or CB. This configuration will be called a 3C1 configuration. Without loss of generality assume that the fourth robot is on CD. This robot will be called the solitary robot. In this case the solitary robot and the robot at A will be asked to move towards D. Note that a 3C1 configuration with exactly four robots can not arise from an initial configuration with four occupied corners, because a configuration with exactly fours robots at fours corners is ungatherable. However we have included the 4 robot case in the definition of 3C1 as it will be useful later on in the unified algorithm presented in section 3.4.
3C2 configuration: If there are exactly 5 robots in the configuration, then it will be called a 3C2 configuration. Then the two robots not at a corner will be asked to move towards the angular corner.
Theorem 10. All non-partitive configurations on an even × even square grid with all four corners occupied are gatherable despite at most one crash fault.
Proof. As mentioned earlier, configurations having at least two robots other than the ones at the corners and at least one of them on the boundary are gatherable. So we consider only the cases with exactly 5 robots or that have no robots on the boundary except at the corners. We have the following cases to consider, based on the initial configuration:
Case 1: Assume that the initial configuration has exactly five robots. Let λ DA be the largest sequence. Let r 1 be at B and r 2 be the robot not at a corner. Now the algorithm asks r 1 , r 2 to move towards D. If r 1 moves then we have a 3C2 configuration. Here too r 1 , r 2 is to move towards D. If r 1 crashes and doesn't leave B, then r 2 should reach D. Once a multiplicity is created at a corner, all non-faulty robots will move towards that corner.
Case 2: Now assume that the configuration has at least 6 robots. First let the configuration be asymmetric or symmetric of first type with D being the largest corner. Then let r 1 , r 2 be the robots on A and C respectively. If both r 1 , r 2 moves towards D, then the configuration has two corners occupied with D being the largest corner. Then r 1 , r 2 will continue to move towards D and gathering will be accomplished according to theorem 8. If only r 2 moves, then the configuration becomes 3C1. The pending move of r 1 is towards D, and is consistent with the algorithm for 3C1 configuration. Hence either the configuration becomes with two corners occupied with D being the largest corner, or r 2 reaches D first. In either case gathering will be achieved at D. The algorithm progresses exactly in the same manner if the configuration is symmetric of second type.
Thus we have the following result.
Theorem 11 (Main result 1). If the initial configuration on a finite grid is non-partitive and not 2S2, then it is gatherable despite at most one crash fault.
A unified gathering algorithm
The algorithm we have presented in section 3.3.5 gathers all non-partitive configurations with four corners occupied. However, the strategy we have used for configurations with three occupied corners as a subroutine of this algorithm, is different from A B C D Figure 8 the algorithm described in theorem 9. If it is known beforehand that the initial configuration has exactly three corners occupied, then the algorithm described in theorem 9 can be used which works for all possible initial configurations. On the other hand if the initial configuration has four corners occupied, then the algorithm described in theorem 10 will work for all non-partitive initial configurations. However it is desired to have a unified gathering algorithm for all configurations. In order to achieve this we have to extend the strategy used for configurations 3C1 and 3C2 to other configurations with three corners occupied. However some specific configurations with exactly 6 or 7 robots have to be excluded. The configurations 3C1 and 3C2 are already defined in section 3.3.5. We classify the remaining configurations and describe the algorithm in each case in the following way. Again assume that the corners D, A and B are singly occupied.
3C3 configuration:3C3 configuration includes the configuration with exactly 3 robots and configurations with exactly 4 robots but not 3C1. In these cases the two robots at D and B will be asked to move towards A, the angular corner.
3C4 configuration: Consider a configuration with at least 6 robots and which is not 3C1. If the shaded region shown in figure 8 contains at least two robots then it will be called a 3C4 configuration. In this all the robots in the shaded region will be asked to move towards the angular corner A.
3C5 configuration: A configuration with at least 8 robots will be called a 3C5 configuration if it is not 3C1 or 3C4. In this case if the shaded region is empty, then the sides DC and CB have at least 5 robots other than the ones at the corner. If the shaded region has exactly one robot, then the sides DC and CB have at least 4 robots other than the ones at the corner. If one of these two sides, say DC, is empty, then 2 robots on CB that are closest to B will be asked to leave the boundary. If none of the sides are empty, then the robots on DC and CB that are closest to D and B respectively, will be asked to leave the boundary.
3C6 configuration: A configuration with exactly 6 or 7 robots which is not 3C1 or 3C4 is called a 3C6 configuration.
Theorem 12 (Main result 2).
There is a unified gathering algorithm that gathers all non-partitive initial configurations on a finite grid except the 2S2 configuration and the 3C6 configuration.
Proof. For even × even sqaure grids except for configurations with exactly three occupied corners, the algorithm will be exactly the same as described in section 3.3. From an initial configuration with four occupied corners, configurations 3C1 or 3C2 can be created. The algorithms for these configurations are already described in section 3.3.5, and it follows from the proof of theorem 10 that they can be incorporated the unified gathering algorithm. We only have to prove the same for the algorithms presented in this section. Case 1: Assume that the initial configuration is 3C3. Suppose that there are exactly 4 robots. Let r 1 , r 2 , r 3 be the robots at the corners D, A and B respectively. Let r 4 be the remaining robot. If both r 1 , r 3 move simultaneously towards A, then the new configuration has exactly one corner occupied and we are done. So now assume that only one of r 1 , r 3 , say r 1 , moves. After the move the new configuration has exactly two corners occupied. Since the initial configuration was not of 3C1, r 4 is not on DC or BC. So r 4 is either at DA, or AB or somewhere in the interior of the grid. Note that regardless of where r 4 is, after the move by r 1 , A is the largest corner. So a possible pending move by r 3 is consistent with the algorithm for configurations with two corners occupied. Clearly eventually all the non-faulty robots will gather at A. The arguements are similar if the configuration has exactly 3 robots.
Case 2: Assume that the initial configuration is 3C4. Clearly at least one of the robots in shaded region will reach A in finite time. Note that the configuration remains 3C4 during the movements. Once a multiplicity is created at A all the other non-faulty robots will go to A.
Case 3: Now consider the 3C5 configuration. As the robots on the sides DC and CB leave the bounday, they enter the shaded region. If the shaded region initially contains exactly one robot, at most 2 new robots will enter the shaded region. If shaded region is initially empty, at most 3 new robots will enter the shaded region due to the asynchronous nature of the robots. Clearly after these moves the sides DC and CB together have at least 2 robots remaining on them (other than the ones at the corner). Hence the new configuration is not 3C1. Also after these moves the shaded region has now at least 2 robots. So the new configuration is 3C4. As shown earlier, gathering can be achieved from this configuration.
Conclusion
We have shown that except one specific configuration called the 2S2 configuration, all configurations that are gatherable in a non-faulty system, are also gatherable in presence of at most one crash fault. We have also devised a unified gathering algorithm for these initial configurations except for some marginal and specific configurations with exactly 6 or 7 robots on even × even square grids. The question left open is whether a fault-tolerant gathering algorithm can be given for the 2S2 configuration and be included in a unified algorithm.
While there are some configurations where our algorithm asks many robots to move at the same time, in many cases at most two robots are allowed to move concurrently. A challenging direction of future research would be to further parallelize the movements of the robots so that they can survive multiple crash faults. This problem is valid for other graph topologies as well, as in most gathering algorithms in literature for weak robots on graphs, e.g. rings [19] , only a limited number of robots are allowed to move concurrently.
